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Aid not making dents in Ukraine’s
Zelenskyy and associates feature in Pandora
anti-corruption effort, says EU auditor Papers, biggest leak of offshore documents
Findings come ahead of annual high-level summit in Kyiv

Offshore holdings raise ethical, tax evasion and money
laundering questions

Office of the President of Ukraine

During his visit to the United States on September 21, Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy met with President of the European Commission Ursula von
der Leyen in New York City on the sidelines of the 76th United Nations General
Assembly.
by Mark Raczkiewycz
KYIV – An independent report by the
European Union’s (EU) independent outside auditor of finances said the 27-member state body’s reform assistance to
Ukraine has proven ineffective “in fighting
grand corruption” and establishing the
rule of law.

The damning report, published on
September 23 by the European Court of
Auditors (ECA), stated that the 12.2 billion
euros in various forms of assistance and
loan guarantees provided to Ukraine since
2014 have “not delivered the expected
results.”
(Continued on page 4)

International Consortium of Investigative Journalists

by Mark Raczkiewycz
KYIV – Two Ukrainian corruption-fighting agencies are reviewing the asset declarations of the president and head of the
country’s main counterintelligence agency,
as well as the financial transactions of a

Demanding sanctions on NS2, Sen. Cruz stalls
State Department appointments
by Roman Tymotsko

KYIV – U.S. Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas) continued to block the approval of dozens of
candidates for positions in the U.S. State
Department in an effort to force the
administration of President Joe Biden to
reverse its decision to waive congressional mandated sanctions on the Nord
Stream 2 (NS2) pipeline.
Mr. Cruz said he is intent on defending
the interests of Eastern European countries, including Ukraine.
“If you want to talk to some Europeans
about this, give the Ukrainians a call. Give
the Poles a call. Give our friends in Eastern
Europe a call,” Mr. Cruz said.
Dozens of State Department nominees,
including 59 would-be ambassadors, are

www.cruz.senate.gov

U.S. Sen. Ted Cruz

waiting for Senate confirmation. The
vacancies include envoys to the EU, NATO
and France.
EU officials and diplomats have said
publicly that they believe the situation
contributed to a communication breakdown over a new strategic alliance
between the United States, the United
Kingdom and Australia known as
AUKUS.
The rules of the U.S. Senate do give senators an ability to prevent motions from
reaching the floor for a vote. Mr. Cruz and
Sen. Josh Hawley (R-Mo.) recently threatened to stall all of Mr. Biden’s Defense and
State Department nominees in an effort to
force the president’s national security
(Continued on page 6)

bank related to them following the biggest
leak ever of offshore financial records.
A trove of 12 million files from 14 corporate service providers who cater to clients
in financial secrecy jurisdictions was leaked
to the International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists (ICIJ), which show
that 38 Ukrainian politicians use the providers to conceal their wealth and assets.
The leak has been dubbed the Pandora
Papers.
Among the Ukrainian politicians
embroiled in the scandal is President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, his childhood friend
Ivan Bakanov, who heads the main counterintelligence agency, the Security Service
of Ukraine (SBU), and top presidential aide
Serhiy Shefir, who was recently the target
of an assassination attempt near Kyiv.
The global investigation into the leaks,
headed by ICIJ in concert with more than
600 journalists in 117 countries, started
publishing stories on October 3. After
their gradual release over the week, with
more expected to come, two Ukrainian law
enforcement agencies started or revisited
their own probes into possible malfeasance.
The National Agency on Corruption
Prevention (NAZK) said it would re-visit
the mandatory asset declarations that
Messrs. Zelenskyy and Bakanov had filed
(Continued on page 11)
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Ukrainian anti-oligarch law inadvertently shines spotlight
on Russian-linked members of presidential entourage
by Mykola Vorobiov
Eurasia Daily Monitor
On September 22, someone fired shots
at the car of Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s first aide, Serhiy
Shefir. The attack unfolded near the village
of Lisnyky, outside Kyiv. According to the
Ministry of Internal Affairs, more than 10
bullets hit Mr. Shefir’s vehicle, wounding
the driver, but Mr. Shefir himself escaped
injury (Ukrinform.net, September 22).
Anton Gerasc henko, an advisor to the
Ukrainian internal affairs minister, asserted that those who organized and executed
the attack on Mr. Shefir’s car planned to
kill everyone in the vehicle (Zn.ua,
September 23).
On the same day of the attempted assassination, Mr. Zelenskyy delivered a speech
to the 76th session of the United Nations
General Assembly. He called the perilous
incident the price of change and reform in
Ukraine (President.gov.ua, September 23).
Moreover, Mr. Zelenskyy told journalists
gathered in Turtle Bay that he was quite
calm about any intimidation as “it seems to
me that this is a transition to another level
of relations between certain groups and
the authorities” (President.gov.ua, Sep
tember 22).
It appears that Mr. Zelenskyy was alluding to the Law on Oligarchs, which the
Ukrainian parliament voted on one day
after the assassination attempt. The bill
aims to compel “oligarchs” – particularly
wealthy and influential businessmen – to
register themselves and refrain from using
their money or assets to influence the
political process. Under the proposed law,
“oligarchs” would be forbidden from
financing political parties or taking part in
privatization tenders, while top officials –
including the president, prime minister

and head of the central bank – would be
required to declare any dealings they had
with them (UAWire, September 24).
The opposition harshly criticized the
legislation for its opacity. According to
Artur Gerasymov, the co-chair of the
European Solidarity party headed by former president Petro Poroshenko, the legislation could lead to the usurpation of
power by Mr. Zelenskyy as it might be
selectively applied to his opponent, Mr.
Poroshenko (Glavcom.ua, September 19).
The former Ukrainian head of state
famously owns the confectionary giant
Roshen as well as automotive factories, a
shipyard and a television channel.
The investigation of the attack on Mr.
Shefir is looking into Moscow’s potential
involvement. But within hours of the
shooting, Mr. Shefir organized a press conference where he ruled out any possibility
that the assassination attempt was motivated by his own professional activities.
According to the presidential aide, he had
mostly been busy with producing
Kvartal-95, the television show Mr.
Zelenskyy ran before he became president
(Unn.com.ua, September 21).
Local investigative journalists, on the
other hand, had previously unearthed evidence that in the wake of Mr. Zelenskyy’s
electoral victory, Mr. Shefir had secretly
met with a number of Ukrainian tycoons,
including Rinat Akhmetov, at his residence
outside of Kyiv (Radiosvoboda.org,
October 8, 2020). And in 2019, Mr. Shefir
was photographed attending the birthday
party of Grigoriy Surkis, a businessman
and member of the pro-Russian party
Opposition Platform–For Life, where he
also met with oligarchs Ihor Kolomoisky,
Gennady Boholiubov, Victor Pinchuk and
(Continued on page 7)

Ukraine expanding space program,
plans 2022 moon launch
by John C. K. Daly
Eurasia Daily Monitor

Interest in privatizing space operations
by Western companies such as SpaceX and
Virgin Galactic has now reached the former
Soviet republic of Ukraine, which, for the
moment, is focused on technological payloads rather than manned spaceflight.
Unfortunately for advocates of Ukraine’s
aerospace capabilities, on September 3, a
Ukrainian-American rocket exploded two
minutes into a test flight launch from
Vandenberg Space Base in California
(Channel 9, September 3).
The two-stage “Alpha” rocket, manufactured by Ukraine’s Pivdenmash (Iuzmash)
state-run space enterprise in Dnipro,
belonged to the company Firefly Aerospace,
owned by Ukrainian businessman Max
Poliakov. The Alpha was intended to go into
orbit 186 miles (300 kilometers) up; but
when one of the four first-stage engines
temporarily stopped working due to a valve
failure in the fuel system, the team monitors decided to interrupt the launch by detonating the rocket (Ekonomichna Pravda,
September 7).
On August 18, two weeks before the
unsuccessful launch, static firing tests of
the two-stage American-Ukrainian Alpha

vehicle were conducted at the Vandenberg
Air Force Base launch site in Lompoc, Calif.,
during which the rocket’s first stage
engines fired as planned for 15 seconds
(Lenta, August 21). The next day, a 37-second video of the successful test was
uploaded by Firefly Aerospace onto
YouTube (YouTube, August 19).
This is not Ukraine’s sole new space
effort. Spacebit, a company founded by
Ukrainian Pavlo Tanasiuk, in cooperation
with its partners in the United States, plans
to send a mission to the moon in 2022. The
probe will be equipped with scientific
research equipment manufactured in
Ukraine (Channel 9, August 31).
These missions will allow Ukraine to
join the elite club of advanced-technology
countries capable of delivering cargo to the
moon. At the same time, these efforts aim
to revive Ukraine’s historic role as a spacefaring state and to provide a basis from
which to develop future domestic space
projects in collaboration with the public
sector by utilizing components of the country’s Soviet-legacy aerospace industry.
Nonplussed by the September 3 test flight’s
termination, Firefly Aerospace subsequently announced that a second Alpha rocket
(Continued on page 3)

Kyiv urged to evacuate passport holders
Human Rights Watch (HRW) is calling
on Ukraine’s government to evacuate
Ukrainian passport holders from
Afghanistan as soon as flights from Kabul
resume. In a statement on October 5, the
New York-based human rights watchdog
noted that Kyiv rescued almost 250
Ukrainians, Afghans and citizens of other
countries, some of whom have sought asylum in Ukraine, following the Taliban takeover of the country in August. However, it
added that dozens of Ukrainian citizens,
mostly Afghans with Ukrainian passports,
and their relatives remain stranded in the
capital. “Many people who made it onto
Ukraine’s evacuation list traveled long distances with their families to be closer to
the Kabul airport, where they have been
waiting for evacuation and other assistance from the Ukrainian government,
while fearing for their lives,” HRW said.
The United States and its allies evacuated
more than 120,000 of their citizens and atrisk Afghans after the Taliban toppled the
Western-backed government in Kabul in
mid-August. Thousands more people want
to leave the war-torn country. Some foreign airlines, including Pakistan
International Airlines and Iran’s Mahan
Air, have operated flights to and from
Kabul since the Taliban takeover.
According to HRW, some Afghans with
Ukrainian passports were in Afghanistan
visiting their relatives when the Taliban
took control of most of the country. It cited
some of the Afghans with Ukrainian citizenship as saying that they have been
unable to get any information or support
from the Ukrainian authorities. Officials at
Ukraine’s Foreign Affairs Ministry “have
made contradictory statements about further evacuations, while Ukrainian embassies in Pakistan and Tajikistan, tasked with
assisting evacuations and issuing visas,
have so far been unresponsive to pleas for
visas or information,” according to the
statement. “Once flights resume, the
Ukrainian government should step up
efforts to provide nationals and Afghans at
risk with evacuation, protection and assistance, including prioritizing visas for their
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families or giving them the opportunity to
seek asylum. Their lives may depend on it,”
it concluded. (RFE/RL)
Ukraine investigates assault on journalists

Ukrainian authorities say they have
launched an investigation into an assault
on journalists of the Skhemy (Schemes)
program during an interview with
Ukreksimbank chief Yevhen Metsher in
Kyiv. The National Police have launched a
probe into obstruction of the journalists’
work, the force said on October 5, a day
after the incident in Mr. Metsher’s office.
The incident started when Kyrylo Ovsyaniy
– a reporter for Skhemy, a joint investigative project by RFE/RL and UA: Pershy television – asked Mr. Metsher a question that
angered the bank executive. The question
was part of an investigation that the journalists plan to make pubic soon. Mr.
Metsher instructed security personnel to
stop the journalists and take their cameras
and video materials away, after which physical force was used against cameraman
Oleksandr Mazur to forcibly seize his two
cameras and memory cards. The journalists were allowed to leave the office after
the interview was deleted from their memory cards. The head of Ukreksimbank’s
press service, Volodymyr Pikalov, was also
present during the incident. Mr. Ovsyaniy
recorded the incident with an audio device,
and posted the clip on YouTube. In a statement on Facebook, the bank did not
address allegations that force was used
against journalists. The statement said the
press service was “forced to stop the interview” because the questions were related
to information about clients, which it said
the bank did not have the right to provide
to journalists. It said the journalists also
“made assumptions about alleged violations committed by the bank.” (RFE/RL’s
Ukrainian Service)

Ukrainian Bank chief temporarily resigns

The chairman of Ukraine’s state exportimport bank has apologized for an assault
on journalists from the Schemes (Skhemy)
program during an interview earlier this
(Continued on page 14)
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Odesa mayor charged with corruption, in latest criminal case
RFE/RL’s Ukrainian Service

Transparency International Ukraine

An infographic documents the two active legal cases against Odesa Mayor Hennadiy
Trukhanov.

Ukraine expanding...
(Continued from page 2)
trial will take place in December (Ekono
michna Pravda, September 15).
Since the 1991 implosion of the Soviet
Union, the Ukrainian government has made
sustained efforts to retain essential components of its Communist-era industrial infrastructure, particularly in armaments and
technology production. A concurrent common theme running through the past three
decades has been Kyiv’s relentless search
for foreign direct investment (FDI), which
has up to now produced rather uneven
results. While Ukraine’s aerospace sector
has been particularly interested in collaboration with the U.S. National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), sufficient funding has remained elusive (see
Eurasia Daily Monitor, March 5, 2019).
Employment issues are also of concern, as
Ukraine’s Dnipro-based space industry
provides careers for more than 11,000
highly-qualified technicians (see EDM,
April 13, 2020).
Despite setbacks, the Ukrainian aerospace sector is optimistic that such technological and funding issues can be resolved.
In August, Ukraine’s State Space Agency

head, Volodymyr Taftai, announced the
upcoming launch of the Ukrainian Cyclone4M rocket, scheduled to occur in 2022
from a launch facility in Canada (Lenta,
August 9). Mr. Taftai said, “For Ukraine,
such work is of great importance because
in this case we are talking about the actual
revival of full-fledged rocket and missile
technology in Ukraine and the return to
the club of space countries of the world
without the participation of Russia”
(Defence-ua.com, August 6). Mr. Taftai
added that his agency expects to approve a
five-year space program with appropriate
funding by the end of this year, allowing
not only the construction and launch of the
Cyclone-4M but also development and
building of an indigenous Ukrainian orbital
group of satellites.
An inevitable consideration tempering
Ukraine’s optimism, however, is that the
country’s space ambitions lack an integral
component to achieve full aerospace independence: launch sites. Given the astronomical construction costs of such facilities, the Ukrainian government is unlikely
to approve such an outlay any time soon.
Furthermore, as the country’s space program is expressly designed to assure independence from collaboration with Russia
and its space facilities, it remains extremely

KYIV – The mayor of Odesa has been
charged with illegally acquiring several
plots of land in Ukraine’s largest port city,
the latest in a series of criminal cases
opened against him.
Hennadiy Trukhanov has been a target
for years of anti-corruption activists who
say he and influential business allies have
turned the Black Sea port into their own
private fiefdom.
In a Facebook post on October 6,
Prosecutor General Iryna Venediktova said
Mr. Trukhanov and the four other men had
been officially notified of the charges. She
did not identify the other four individuals.
“This is a very important case for both
the Odesa region and the country as a
whole. Odesa has never been a simple
place, and it would be naive to think that
cases there are usually investigated as anywhere else,” Ms. Venediktova wrote.
“The investigators managed to document the unlawful activities of a broad
range of people including the mayor, an exchief prosecutor of the region and a businessman who ... manipulated them any way
he wanted, like in a puppet theater,” she
wrote.
Mr. Trukhanov, who remains free pending issuance of an arrest warrant, had no
immediate comment on the new charges.
Elected to the post in 2014, Mr.
Trukhanov has been in the center of corruption allegations for years.
Mr. Trukhanov clashed openly with the
governor of the Odesa region, Mikheil
Saakashvili, after the former Georgian president was appointed head of the region in
May 2015.
Mr. Saakashvili accused Mr. Trukhanov
of corruption and pledged to bring him to
justice. But Mr. Saakashvili quit in
N ove m b e r 2 0 1 6 , a c c u s i n g Pe t ro
Poroshenko’s government of undermining
his efforts to fight corruption and carry out
reforms.
In 2017, Mr. Saakashvili was stripped of
his Ukrainian citizenship and deported in
February 2018. One day after the deportation, Mr. Trukhanov returned to Ukraine
and was detained at the Kyiv airport amid
unlikely that any of the post-Soviet states
with launch facilities, such as Kazakhstan
with its Baikonur Cosmodrome, would be
willing to assist Ukraine, leaving it completely dependent on European and North
American facilities. While the Firefly
Aerospace test launch demonstrates
Ukraine’s aerospace potential, strained
relations with its giant northeastern neighbor must of necessity factor into the considerations of foreign investors.
Firefly Aerospace is confident that its

Serhii Nuzhnenko, RadioSvoboda.org (RFE/RL)

Hennadiy Trukhanov appeared in a Kyiv
court in 2018.
allegations of embezzlement.
The National Anticorruption Bureau of
Ukraine said at the time that a deputy
mayor and two Odesa city council members were also suspects in the case.
Mr. Trukhanov and other suspects were
later released from custody after several
lawmakers vouched for them. The trial on
that case has been pending since then.
In 2018, the BBC reported that a
Ukrainian crime gang used offshore firms
in British tax havens to secretly invest millions of pounds in London real estate. Mr.
Trukhanov was one of several identified as
part of the gang, according to the report.
Mr. Trukhanov was also identified as a
member of an organized crime group in an
Italian state police report in 1998, according to news reports.
Odesa is Ukraine’s largest port, and the
country’s third-largest city. For years
stretching back into the Soviet era, it has
been known as a haven for smuggling and
other criminal activities.
Copyright 2021, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted
with the permission of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW,
Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see
https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-odesamayor-corruption/31497418.html)

technological issues can be resolved;
according to Mr. Poliakov, the company
intends in the future to launch 8 to 24 rockets per year (Ekonomichna Pravda,
September 15). Whether that is an overly
optimistic agenda capable of attracting significant FDI, only time will tell.
The article above is reprinted from
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation,
www.jamestown.org.

FOR THE RECORD

Congressional Ukraine Caucus issues statement
on Naftogaz corporate governance
The following statement was released on October 5 by Congressional Ukraine Caucus
Co-Chairs Reps. Marcy Kaptur (D-Ohio), Brian Fitzpatrick (R-Pa.), Mike Quigley (D-Ill.),
and Andy Harris (R-Md.).
The Congressional Ukraine Caucus is
closely monitoring the open competition
to fill the independent supervisory board
seats at Naftogaz consistent with standards set by the international community. Robust corporate governance and
transparency are key to ensuring

Ukraine’s energy security and independence. As Ukraine works to strengthen its
integration within the community of
democracies and the free world, we urge
the country’s leadership to continue to
demonstrate its commitment to the necessary reforms.
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UCEF changes name to Ukrainian Catholic University Foundation
by Matthew Matuszak
CHICAGO. – In order to emphasize its
mission, the Board of Directors of the
Ukrainian Catholic Education Foundation
has unanimously voted to operate under
the name Ukrainian Catholic University
Foundation.
“Since we were founded in 1997, our
primary purpose has been to support the
Ukrainian Catholic University. This change
just highlights our mission,” said Taras
Szmagala, Jr., the foundation’s board chair.
“Over time, we will roll out the new
name and logo, but our primary focus will
remain on raising funds for UCU,” Mr.
Szmagala said.

The newly-renamed Ukrainian Catholic
University Foundation was founded in
1997 to support and fund the growth and
operations of the Ukrainian Catholic
University (UCU) in Lviv, Ukraine. As the
only Catholic university in the vast territory of the former Soviet Union, UCU is at
the forefront of building a civil society in
Ukraine, as well as educating its students
to be ethical and moral leaders of a new
Ukraine. Through its fundraising activities in the United States, the UCU
Foundation assists UCU in meeting its
educational and financial challenges and
supports its successes as the premier
Catholic educational institution in
Ukraine.

Courtesy of the Ukrainian Catholic University Foundation

In connection with a decision to operate under a new name, the Board of Directors of
the newly renamed Ukrainian Catholic University Foundation unveiled a new logo for
the organization.

Aid not making...

Defense Council to impose sanctions on
some oligarchs who were allegedly found
to have abetted or financed terrorism for
Russia.
Ukraine has been defending its territory
in the two easternmost regions of the country from invading Russian-armed formations since 2014 in a war that has claimed
14,000 lives and uprooted 1.6 million people from their homes. The Ukrainian peninsula of Crimea was also forcibly seized by
Russian forces the same year. About 7 percent of the country’s territory is part of
Europe’s only ongoing shooting war.

(Continued from page 1)
It furthermore noted that “grand corruption and state capture are still widespread
in Ukraine despite EU action.”
The ECA’s 77-page audit of Brussels’
assistance to Kyiv comes ahead of the yearly EU-Ukraine summit taking place in the
Ukrainian capital on October 12. It is the
highest-level political meeting between
Ukraine and the European political and
economic union.
Tens of billions of dollars are lost yearly
due to graft “as the EU has long been aware
of the connections of oligarchs, high-level
officials, politicians, the judiciary and stateowned enterprises” in Ukraine, the
Luxembourg-based ECA said.
“Despite varied support the EU has
offered to Ukraine, oligarchs and vested
interests continue to undermine the rule of
law in Ukraine and threaten the country’s
development,” said Juhan Parts, a member
of the ECA responsible for the report.
“Ukraine needs a focused and efficient
strategy to tackle the power of oligarchs
and diminish state capture. The EU can play
a much more significant role than it has
done so far.”
State capture generally occurs when the
ruling elite or powerful business interests
formulate policy and legislation to their
advantage, thus creating an unequal competitive playing field for businesses and
public interests.
The Berlin-based corruption watchdog
Transparency International defines grand
corruption as “the abuse of high-level
power that benefits the few at the expense
of the many, and causes serious and widespread harm to individuals and society.”
Applying the definition to Ukraine, the
ECA said “it is based on informal connections between government officials, members of parliament, prosecutors, judges, law
enforcement agencies, managers of stateowned Enterprises and politically-connected individuals/companies.”

Subscribe to

Upcoming EU-Ukraine summit

Facebook page of the National Anticorruption Bureau of Ukraine

At the residence of the chief justice of the Vinnytsia district court on September 17,
detectives from the National Anticorruption Bureau of Ukraine and the Special
Anticorruption Prosecutor’s Office charged the justice with accepting a bribe worth
$4,620 in return for allegedly promising to rule in favor of an individual who sought
to receive agricultural landownership rights in the region.
The main impediment to drawing in
more foreign investment and improving
the overall business climate in the country
is the nation’s unruly judiciary, a
September survey found. That survey was
conducted by the American Chamber of
Commerce in Ukraine, which polled its
members.
“Ninety-three percent of businesses
stated that implementation of real and
effective judicial reform, rule of law, fair
justice and eradication of corruption is the
number one strategic step Ukraine’s government should take … to achieve economic growth, improve the business climate and attract foreign direct investment,” the survey said.
Public opinion polls also consistently
find that the judiciary is one of the least
trusted institutions in the country.
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy has
tried to address the problem of state cap-
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ture, or what the World Bank calls a
“Leviathan state,” but he has faced controversy as well as roadblocks.
He has suspended the head of the
Constitutional Court, Oleksandr Tupytsky.
The court’s chief justice is suspected of witness tampering and of violating asset declaration rules by not listing a property linked
to his immediate family in Russia-occupied
Crimea.
The president has unsuccessfully tried
to temporarily suspend the mandate of the
notoriously corrupt Kyiv Circuit
Administrative Court and allocate its outstanding cases to other courts in order to
clean it up.
Efforts to install international experts at
the ethics council of the High Council of
Justice, the disciplinary body that hires and
fires judges, have also stalled despite efforts
at the highest levels of the executive
branch. Those efforts have also included
the involvement of embassies from the socalled G-7 democratic nations.
However, last week parliament adopted
a bill submitted by Mr. Zelenskyy that is
designed to reduce the influence of oligarchs who would be legislatively defined
as those who meet three of the following
four criteria: they have significant influence
over mass media, have control over a business monopoly, take part in political life
and have a net worth of $89 million or
more.
Some opposition lawmakers and legal
experts have questioned the legality of Mr.
Zelenskyy’s moves to reign in the judiciary.
Instead of relying on the courts, the president has used the National Security and

European Commission President Ursula
von der Leyen and European Council
President Charles Michel are expected to
meet with Mr. Zelenskyy in Kyiv on October
12 for high-level talks.
Afterward, the EU intends to maintain
criticism of the Kremlin over Russia’s ongoing aggression toward Ukraine, the
Brussels-based EU Observer reported.
“We remain deeply concerned about the
... unprecedented large-scale military buildup close to its [Russia’s] border with
Ukraine and in the illegally-annexed Crimea
and the city of Sevastopol,” the EU aims to
say, according to what the publication said
were the summit conclusions that were
drafted on September 13.
Russia last month, through its membership in the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), which is
charged with monitoring a cease-fire in the
war that has never taken hold, declined to
extend the mission’s mandate to observe
two checkpoints at Ukraine’s eastern border with Russia.
The EU Observer reported that the EU
aims to say that the move “contradicts the
spirit” of the two so-called Minsk agreements – roadmaps to end the war in eastern
Ukraine that had been brokered in the
Belarusian capital – “and does not contribute to the peaceful resolution of the conflict.”
Unlike last year’s concluding statement,
this year’s declaration will point the finger
directly at Moscow for war mongering in
the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts.
It highlighted “Russia’s responsibility as
a party to the conflict,” despite Russia’s use
of covert forces and disinformation to mask
its involvement, the Brussels-based report
said.
In Kyiv, the Ukraine Crisis Media Center
held a roundtable on September 28, during
which time expectations of the summit’s
outcome were discussed.
A news release from the event stated the
discussions will focus on “justice, freedom
and security.”
Regarding any possible words of optimism for Ukraine’s EU prospects, the communique won’t offer membership hopes to
the country.
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Global effort needed to curb
enablers of offshore money laundering
Amid the third massive leak of offshore account records in the past six years,
known as the Pandora Papers, this newspaper urges U.S. President Joe Biden to reinvigorate the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) in line with his campaign promises.
Unlike the previous leaks, in 2016 and the following year, the Pandora Papers – a
trove of records received by the International Consortium of Investigative
Journalists (ICIJ) – is twice as big in volume (nearly 3 terabytes of data from 14 offshore service providers) as the Panama Papers, which came from one law firm in
the murky industry that shelters wealth.
Most of the trillions of dollars, according to ICIJ, of dubious money of origin that
originates in authoritarian countries like Russia, or poorer ones like Ukraine, gets
shifted across the globe through layers of middle entities. The amounts moved far
surpass what some countries get in foreign assistance.
The exposé shed a bit more light on where and how the world’s leaders – including Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy – billionaires, politically exposed
people (PEP) and celebrities conceal their assets in low-tax jurisdictions in faraway
lands beyond their place of residence.
Although legal for legitimate purposes, offshore tax havens are used to rinse illgotten money, evade paying taxes and for other reasons in the organized crime
world as depicted in countless films on Netflix and television.
While banks and financial institutions in “on-shore” jurisdictions are generally
required to report suspicious activity to regulators and/or to law enforcement
agencies, the enablers of the system – lawyers, estate agents, company formation
firms, accountants, etc. – are not.
When asked by a journalist on October 4 whether the Pandora Papers revelation
affects the dialogue between the White House and its strategic partners, such as
Ukraine, U.S. spokesperson Jen Psaki said that the issue of “transparency … It, maybe
it makes it even more important to be on the international agenda.”
This newspaper agrees and the U.S. should match its foreign money laundering
and financial transparency efforts at home as well.
The Pandora Papers have thus far revealed an opaque U.S. real estate system
with anonymous owners who buy property with cash from Miami to New York, to
Las Vegas to Chicago.
Called offshore because the mostly secret tax havens were previously located on
Palm-lined oases like the British Virgin Islands, the U.S. is home to other similar
shelters: Alaska, South Dakota and Delaware, for example. In Asia, they include
Singapore and Hong Kong, too.
As an intergovernmental organization founded by the group of seven democratically developed countries (G-7), of which the U.S. is a member, Mr. Biden should
crackdown at home, starting with the enablers and enforce more stringent due diligence standards for financial institutions who accept money.
Unless the status quo doesn’t change, the fabric and institutions of established
democracies will be at risk of deterioration. Illicit money, whether foreign or
domestic, frays at what democracies take for granted – freedom of movement,
speech and assembly.
Once those pillars start to erode, the U.S. will have been awash and overwhelmed
with money that germinated from abroad eating away at its founding principles.
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Thirty years ago, on October 11, 1991, Ukraine’s parliament
adopted in a closed session a conception of the defense and military forces of Ukraine, which paved the way for debate over a
package of seven laws: on the defense of Ukraine, on the military
forces of Ukraine, on the Republican Guard of Ukraine, on the
state border of Ukraine, on the border troops of Ukraine, on the
social and legal protection of military personnel serving on military territory and their
families, and on alternative service.
The adoption of these measures foresaw the presence of military forces on the territory
of Ukraine on two levels: the military forces of Ukraine and collective strategic defense
forces between Ukraine, Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus (all former Soviet republics with
nuclear weapons at that time), with a central joint command in Moscow.
The non-strategic Ukrainian military forces (including ground forces, border troops
and Republican Guard, a navy and air force) were proposed to number between 400,000
and 420,000 troops that would reflect 0.8-0.9 percent of Ukraine’s population.
Ukraine’s geopolitical status in the initial months after the collapse of the Soviet Union
was significant, and the document reiterated that “Ukraine is determined to gradually
transfer to the status of a neutral and nuclear-free state.” Ukraine’s parliament also
pledged to honor all international nuclear arms reduction treaties signed by the USSR,
including the START treaty with the United States. The path to reduce its nuclear arsenal
began with the elimination of 150 of Ukraine’s 176 intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBMs).
The president of Ukraine, according to the document, would serve as commander-inchief of all the military forces, and would have the authority to approve collective plans for
use of strategic forces “on a parity basis with the presidents of other republics who have
nuclear weapons.” Declaration of war would also be under the authority of the president,
but the decision would first need to be submitted to parliament for consideration. The
president was also authorized to declare martial law, control implementation of treaties

1991
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“I’ve made clear to every State Depart
ment official, to every State Department
nominee, that I will place holds on these
nominees unless and until the Biden
administration follows the law and stops
this pipeline and imposes the sanctions,”
Mr. Cruz said.
Mr. Cruz released a statement addressing the issue after Mr. Biden met with
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy
on September 1.
“The reports from today’s meeting are
disheartening. The Biden-Harris administration remains committed to allowing
Vladimir Putin to complete his Nord
Stream 2 pipeline. The decision is catastrophic on its terms, a missed opportunity to begin rebuilding American credibility, and a violation of mandates passed into
law by Congress to impose sanctions on
the project,” Mr. Cruz said in the statement.
“President Biden mostly paid lip service to Ukraine’s security and then pivoted
to tired, partisan rhetoric about climate
change and green energy. This is the stuff
of university faculty lounges, not the real
world. Solar panels aren’t going to deter
Russian aggression. That requires resolute
American action aimed at ensuring our
allies’ energy security, integrity and infrastructure, all of which are prerequisites to
their – and ultimately our – national security,” Mr. Cruz said.
On September 10, Gazprom reported
that the pipeline had become operational,
though it still requires approval from
European regulatory bodies.
“At the morning operational meeting at
Gazprom, Chairman of the Board Alexei
Miller said that this morning at 8:45
Moscow time, the construction of the
Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline is fully completed,” the statement said.
Nord Stream 2 AG, the pipeline operator, announced on September 6 that the
last pipe had been welded in the Baltic
Sea.
On October 4, Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty reported that the pipeline’s
operator had begun filling NS2 with gas.
Earlier, Gazprom itself noted that NS2
would come online by the end of the year
and that it would pump 5.6 billion cubic
meters of fuel to Europe.
Meanwhile, on September 22, the U.S.
House of Representatives approved
amendments to the defense budget that
provided for the imposition of sanctions
against NS2.
The head of Ukraine’s Naftogaz, Yuriy
Vitrenko, said he hopes the U.S. Senate
will approve legislation.
“Unfortunately, immediately after the
inauguration in January of this year, the
Biden administration decided to use its
right to make an exception under the legislation on sanctions of the Nord Stream 2
operator with strange arguments – for
national security reasons,” Mr. Vitrenko
said.
According to Mr. Vitrenko, Ukraine is
still trying to persuade the U.S. presidential administration that, precisely for reasons of “national security,” sanctions must
be imposed on NS2.
“The Kremlin is blackmailing Europe.
They are deepening the gas deficit in
Europe, for example, by reducing transit
through Ukraine. As a result, gas prices in
Europe are breaking records. In this situation, the Kremlin says: if you want more
gas, let us launch Nord Stream 2,” Mr.
Vitrenko wrote on his Facebook page.

(Continued from page 1)
brass to resign over the withdrawal of U.S.
troops from Afghanistan.
Mr. Cruz cannot indefinitely block Mr.
Biden’s State Department nominees, but
he has dramatically slowed the process.
Mr. Cruz is objecting to the Senate’s traditional practice of confirming uncontroversial nominees by “unanimous consent.” His
tactic means that each nominee requires
hours of Senate floor time while other
major priorities, including the president’s
domestic agenda, compete for limited floor
time.
Democrats have been critical of Mr. Cruz
for using the Congressional appointments
as leverage in his fight to cripple NS2,
which is set to benefit Moscow at the
expense of U.S. allies, such as Ukraine.
“It’s really an undermining of the
nation’s national security process,” said
Sen. Bob Menendez (D-N.J.), who is the
chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee.
“What we have here is an unprecedented, blanketed holding of all nominees –
regardless of whether they have anything
to do with the policy issues at stake,” Mr.
Menendez said.
“That is not something I have seen in 30
years of doing foreign policy work in
Congress,” Mr. Menendez said. “This is
unprecedented.”
The news site Politico noted that EU
diplomats have been reluctant to comment
publicly about Messrs. Cruz or Hawley for
fear that they might dig in their heels exacerbate tensions with Washington.
For European officials, the vacant posts
are particularly frustrating given that
European diplomats have been looking
forward to rebuilding transatlantic relations with Mr. Biden and his team.
Mr. Biden waived congressionally-mandated sanctions on the owners of NS2 in
May. Critics of the pipeline say it will give
Russian President Vladimir Putin an
advantage on European energy security
and they worry the Russian president will
use it as a geopolitical tool to further harm
Ukraine, which operates a competing pipeline.
Mr. Biden has prioritized improving
relations with Germany, which supports
completion of NS2. He has said repeatedly
that the pipeline was more than 90 percent
complete when he took office, and he
argued it would not be possible to stop the
project’s completion.
Meanwhile, critics of the pipeline have
pointed out that NS2 poses severe risks to
Ukraine. As the head of Ukraine’s
Presidential Office, Andriy Yermak, noted
during the YES forum in Kyiv, Russia is
already using the project as an energy
weapon against Ukraine by withholding
the transit of fuel and against Europe, as
Russia has sought to drive up fuel prices to
unprecedented levels.
On September 13, Mr. Yermak said
political statements from Washington and
Berlin that they would respond if Russia
demonstrated that it was using the pipeline as a weapon.
In August, Mr. Cruz accused the Biden
administration of “weakness” on Russia.
“President Biden has insisted on giving
a multibillion-dollar gift benefiting Russia,
hurting America, and hurting our national
security interests,” Mr. Cruz said on the
Senate floor over the summer.
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Joseph Biden and Ukraine: an assessment
by Jaroslaw Martyniuk
Nearly one year after Joseph Biden was
elected president of the United States, it is
time to assess the implications of his presidency for Ukraine, the United States and
the world.
In November 2020, American Ukrainian
voters faced a dilemma. Neither of the candidates was an ideal choice for the office of
the president. The only option for the electorate was to choose between the lesser of
the two bad choices. Today, with the benefit of hindsight, it is evident that Mr. Biden
was the inferior choice.
In nine short months as president, Mr.
Biden has given the green light to Russian
President Vladimir Putin’s Nord Stream 2
(NS2) project, undermined NATO unity and
lost control of America’s southern border,
with nearly 2 million illegal migrants
invading the U.S. just this year alone. There
is now general agreement among the pundits on both the right and left that Mr.
Biden’s presidency has been an unmitigated disaster for Ukraine, the United States
and Europe – and he has three and a half
years left in his administration for further
misdeeds and mischief!
Mr. Biden has managed to split the
European Union over the question of NS2,
a move that strenghted Mr. Putin’s hand
and subjected Europe to Russian blackmail
for decades to come. And in August the
fiasco surrounding the chaotic American
withdrawal from Afghanistan created an
unprecedented crisis of confidence in
NATO. Worse, he allowed Mr. Putin to
achieve two of his most critical strategic
objectives: creating deep divisions within
the EU and putting into question NATO’s
solidarity and credibility. For Ukraine, the
consequences are even harsher. Mr. Biden’s
fecklessness and ineptitude may have
emboldened Mr. Putin to attempt to create
a military corridor to Crimea and beyond,
cutting off Ukraine from the Black Sea.

Ukrainian anti-oligarch...
(Continued from page 2)
others (Pravda.com.ua, September 7,
2019).
Such increased scrutiny on subversive
Russian influence over Ukrainian politics,
sparked by last month’s attack on Mr.
Zelenskyy’s top assistant, could inadvertently compel a reshuffling of the president’s entire close entourage. Many of
these individuals are notorious for their
controversial backgrounds, including proKremlin attitudes as well as more direct
ties to Moscow. Among the most conspicuous within Mr. Zelenskyy’s circle are Oleg
Tatarov, Oleksandr Dubinsky, Oleskiy
Arestovich and Ruslan Demchenko.
In August 2020, Mr. Zelenskyy appointed Mr. Tatarov as a deputy head of the
Presidential Office. Previously, Mr. Tatarov
held the position of deputy head of the
Main Investigation Department in the
Ministry of Internal Affairs during Viktor
Yanukovych’s presidency. He was also a
vocal critic of the Euro-Maidan protests.
Reportedly, in December 2013, during the
height of the Euro-Maidan revolution, Mr.
Tatarov received the order of “Honored
Lawyer of Ukraine,” signed by then-president Yanukovych (Pravda.com.ua,
February 18, 2021). Nonetheless, as
recently as this past spring, Mr. Zelenskyy

In the meantime, the highly touted
meeting between Mr. Biden and Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy on
September 1 has turned out to be a rhetorical political circus, a “nothing burger,” to
use an American political expression. The
meeting’s joint statement produced the
same old platitudes – “America’s support
for Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial
integrity is unwavering” and “We are committed to Ukraine’s implementation of the
deep and comprehensive reforms necessary to fulfill its European and EuroAtlantic aspirations.” How many times have
we heard these pronouncements from Mr.
Biden before he endorsed NS2?
During his visit, Mr. Zelenskyy publicly
expressed Ukraine’s frustration with the
Biden administration’s decision not to
block construction of NS2, which will supply Russian gas to Germany, and by the
lack of a U.S. commitment to future NATO
membership for Ukraine. “There’s a problem with Nord Stream 2, there’s a problem
with NATO,” said a Ukrainian official close
to Mr. Zelenskyy. “We know the U.S. supports Ukraine, but we want to see tangible
proof.”
As far as Ukraine is concerned, it is now
clear that former U.S. president Donald
Trump turned out to be a better friend of
Ukraine than the Obama/Biden administration ever was, and Mr. Biden is today. Even
though Mr. Trump’s rhetoric did not match
Mr. Biden’s, his actions proved substantially
more supportive of Ukraine than either former president Barack Obama and Mr. Biden
ever contemplated. To wit, a few significant
examples: first, Mr. Trump signed off on
350 tank-killing Javelin missiles for the
Ukrainian military, something the Obama/
Biden team declined to do for fear of provoking Mr. Putin; second, Mr. Trump
brought up the issue of Germany and other
countries falling behind in their contributions to NATO. As a result, NATO’s budget
increased by $300 billion; third, because

diplomacy and sanctions did not work, Mr.
Trump stopped the construction of NS2 by
threatening Germany with a 35 percent
tariff on its automobiles, a language that
the German business community immediately understood.
The last two actions greatly upset the
German government; they accused Mr.
Trump of interfering in Germany’s internal
matters and launched a campaign to discredit him. Mr. Trump may have been
undiplomatic, but he was right. As the historian and commentator Victor Davis
Hanson put it, “the difference between
[Mr.] Trump and [Mr.] Biden is that the former was unpredictably blunt, and the latter is predictably confusing.” The Germans
realized that and waited for the more pliable new president to emerge. Thus, a few
months after Mr. Biden’s inauguration, the
administration, using executive orders,
removed all sanctions on NS2 passed by
Congress. In the meantime, the president
who started his term with the slogan
“America is back” has managed to destabilize two pillars of Western solidarity – the
EU and NATO – against expansionist
Russia.
Finally, Mr. Biden’s withdrawal from
Afghanistan was a calamity of Herculean
proportions that took place seven months
after Mr. Biden assumed the presidency.
There is no hiding from that. It was a historical inflection point. Lack of planning for
an orderly pullout resulted in Americans
leaving behind $25 billion of functioning
military equipment for the Taliban to consolidate its totalitarian religious ideology.
This sum should be compared to the
September 1 announcement of a paltry $60
million security assistance package to
enable Ukraine to defend itself against
Russian aggression more effectively. The
disparity is bewildering.
It is even more telling that during the
spring 2021 war scare, the Biden administration considered the option of providing

Ukraine with a special package of defensive military assistance for $100 million,
but, in the end, decided not to proceed
with it. Such hesitancy could also be seen
as acceptance of the idea that it is useless
to challenge Russia on its periphery where
it has the preponderance of forces and
power.
The wreck of Mr. Biden’s Afghan withdrawal has exposed weaknesses in our alliances with consequences for Ukraine.
America’s allies, with whom the flight from
Kabul had not been coordinated, see this as
a milestone in the collapse of the American
empire. The debacle is damaging enough,
but the president compounded the harm
when he refused to acknowledge his mistakes and tried to spin the defeat as a victory.
The damage to the reputation of the
United States is incalculable. Media on the
right and left have denounced the chaotic
withdrawal as simply catastrophic. A cursory review of headlines from the
Economist and National Review to Foreign
Policy will itemize Mr. Biden’s first-year
foreign policy blunders.
We are now perceived and will be seen
for many years as an unreliable partner in
any multinational agreement or operation.
Trust in the United States has been irreparably damaged, and Ukraine and Europe
have taken note of that, and most of all, so
has Mr. Putin. The consequences of this
disaster will reverberate for decades. Very
likely, Ukraine will be among the first victims of Mr. Biden’s grand delusions.

called Mr. Tatarov a “professional” in his
new team (Babel.ua, May 20).
On January 11, the United States
Department of the Treasury sanctioned
Mr. Dubinsky, a former leader of Mr.
Zelenskyy’s Servant of the People (SoP)
party. According to U.S. officials, he was
part of a Russian-linked foreign influence
network that attempted to manipulate the
2020 U.S. presidential election (Treasury.
gov, January 11). Shortly afterward, Mr.
Dubinsky was removed from the SoP party
and lost his position as the head of the
party’s organization in the Kyiv region. But
there was no public condemnation personally from Mr. Zelenskyy, either in his
capacity as head of state or as the founder
of SoP. Further legal inquiries into Mr.
Dubinsky have also yet to be completed,
and he remains an active lawmaker and
blogger. Notably, Mr. Dubinsky still runs
the vlog “Dubina TV” (YouTube, accessed
October 4) after his previous account was
banned by YouTube.
On December 1, the head of the
Presidential Office, Andrii Yermak,
appointed Mr. Arestovich as his non-staff
advisor on strategic communications in
the field of national security and defense
(President.gov.ua, December 1, 2020).
During this time, Mr. Arestovich became a
spokesperson for the Ukrainian delegation
to the Trilateral Contact Group on the
Donbas conflict. Over the last several

years, he has become a popular blogger
and military expert. According to his public statements, between 1999 and 2005,
he served at the Main Intelligence
Directorate of Ukraine. In 2005, along with
a leader of the Bratstvo (Brotherhood)
party, Mr. Arestovich visited Moscow,
where they both participated in a conference organized by Eurasian Movement
leader Aleksandr Dugin – a famous
Russian philosopher, far-right nationalist
and Eurasianist ideologue who is said to
have close relationships with the Kremlin
(Gordonua.com, March 16).
In June 2020, Mr. Zelenskyy appointed
Ruslan Demchenko as a first deputy secretary of the National Security and Defense
Council of Ukraine. During the Yanukovych
presidency, in 2013-2014, Mr. Demchenko
reportedly became a “gray cardinal” at the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He also oversaw messages sent out by Ukrainian
Embassies during the Euro-Maidan revolution (Eurointegration.com.ua, June 16,

2020). Media accounts allege that Mr.
Demchenko stood behind the preparations of the so-called “Kharkiv Pact,” which
passed in the parliament in April 2010,
when he was a first deputy foreign affairs
minister of Ukraine (Hromadske.ua, March
12). The bill extended the deadline for the
stay of the Russian Black Sea Fleet in
Crimea from the originally expected 2017
to 2042.
Now that Mr. Zelenskyy has openly
declared a war on local oligarchs, the
recent attack on his top aide, Mr. Shefir,
inadvertently shows the president may
face another serious challenge. He will
need to reshuffle his closest cadres who
themselves have alleged or documented
links to Russian-oriented oligarchs and
past pro-Russian policy stances.

Jaroslaw Martyniuk is a former diplomat and principal administrator with the
International Energy Agency/Organization
of Economic Cooperation and Development
in Paris, and a retired researcher affiliated
with Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty in
Munich and Washington. He is the author
of “Monte Rosa: Memoir of an Accidental
Spy.”

The article above is reprinted from
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation,
www.jamestown.org.

Opinions

Opinions expressed by columnists, commentators and letter-writers are their
own and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of either The Weekly editorial
staff or its publisher, the Ukrainian National Association.
Similarly, paid advertisements do not reflect the opinions of either The
Ukrainian Weekly or its publisher.
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Svichynsky family building broader campaign to save children in Ukraine afflicted with SMA
by Marta Zahaykevich
NEW YORK – Having raised more than
$2 million dollars in just 80 days, the family
and friends of Dmytro Svichynsky, the
Ukrainian boy born with Type 1 Spinal
Muscular Atrophy (SMA), saw the baby
receive a lifesaving dose of the multi-million-dollar drug Zolgensma at the
Children’s Hospital of San Antonio in San
Antonio, Texas, on July 15.
Buoyed by their success, the Svichynsky
family and their supporters have now set
their sights even higher. Together with an
ambitious and growing team of friends and
supporters, Vitaliy and Mariia Svichynsky,
Dmytro Svichynsky’s parents, want to save
every person in Ukraine afflicted with SMA,
a disease that targets the body’s motor
neuron cells, leaving them weaker by the
day until they eventually stop working and
the patient dies.
With that goal in mind, the Svichynsky
family and their supporters kicked off what
is now becoming a movement throughout
Ukraine. That movement, known in
Ukrainian as “Dity, my vstyhnemo” (children, we will make it in time), is giving the
more than 250 children in Ukraine who
have SMA hope that they, too, will be treated in time.
But the Svichynsky family did not begin
with such a grand ambition in mind. Vitaliy
Svichynsky began on his quest to raise the
roughly $2.05 million needed for a single
dose of Zolgensma by creating an ad hoc
fundraising team in Ukraine, the U.S.,
Canada and Europe. He reached out to
friends and colleagues in various fields,
among them civic activists, journalists,
public figures and politicians. They, in turn,
spread the word about Mr. Svichynsky’s
son. In doing so, they also spread the word
about the issue of SMA in Ukraine, and they
learned just how big the problem is in the
country. They quickly learned of at least a
dozen other families who were also fundraising for Zolgensma.
With help, the movement began to grow.
On April 10, representatives of different
Ukrainian American organizations held on
online fundraising marathon called “Life for
SMA kids.” Moderated by Ukrainian journalist Vakhtang Kipiani, the event brought
together Members of the Verkhovna Rada
Ivan Krulko, who heads parliament’s budget committee, and Serhiy Koleboshyn, as
well as a representative from Ukraine’s
Ministry of Health, Arsen Dzhumadilov.
During that event, Mr. Svichynsky proposed that Ukraine, which had recently
adopted a new way of acquiring innovative
drugs, use the measure to procure treatments for SMA. If implemented, the procedure could begin in Ukraine by the end of
2021. The measure requires that pharmaceutical companies first submit formal
evaluations of a given drug to the Ukrainian
government. Parliament would then need
to pass a bill allowing its use.
But members of the growing campaign
to save everyone with SMA in Ukraine still
did not know whether the country’s politicians had the will to fund the treatment of
SMA on a national scale. The team got back
to work with a goal of completing the fundraiser for Dmytro Svichynsky, but now they
had an added goal of ensuring that every
child in Ukraine afflicted with SMA will be
treated.
On May 26, just days after the fundraiser
for Dmytro closed, Mr. Svichynsky, together
with representatives from Razom, the
Ukraine-based non-profit Manifest of
Peace, the charitable fund Kiddo and the
digital marketing company MAS agency,
held a press conference in Ukraine. At the

press conference, held at the Ukrainian
news agency Ukrinform, organizers put
forth their vision of a comprehensive SMA
program in Ukraine. They officially kicked
off “Dity, my vstyhnemo” (children, we will
make it in time), a campaign that is now
supported by the Ukrainian American
Business and Professionals Association, Big
Dreams Children’s Foundation, Ukrainian
San Antonio and the Honorary Consulate of
Ukraine in Pennsylvania.
There are currently three treatments on
the market for SMA. Zolgensma, a gene
therapy medication, is only approved for
use in children under age 2 (or children
who weigh less than roughly 30 pounds).
Two other medications – Spinraza and
Evrysdi – are available to treat older children, but they require life-long treatments.
Eight Ukrainian children, including
Dmytro Svichynsky, have received a dose of
Zolgensma in the past two months, five of
them won a special lottery program run by
Novartis, which provides the medication to
children from countries that do not have
(Continued on page 12)

Courtesy of Mariia and Vitaliy Svichynsky

Dmytro Svichynsky, who was born with Type 1 Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA),
recovers after receiving a treatment of the medication Zolgensma at the Children’s
Hospital of San Antonio in San Antonio, Texas, on July 15. He was joined by his neurologist, Dr. Melissa Svoboda (right), Alyona Garcia of the organization Ukrainian
San Antonio (left), and his parents Mariia and Vitaliy Svichynsky.
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Pandora Papers: Ukrainian Politically Exposed Persons and Tycoons

(Continued from page 1)
over the years given the revelation that two
companies in offshore tax havens associated with them were not previously declared.
Since the president’s top aide, Mr. Shefir,
works on a pro-bono basis, he is not
required to file income declarations,
although he was listed in the leaked offshore records in tandem with the two as
holding an equal share in an undeclared
company. Mr. Shefir was listed along with
his brother.
NAZK chief Oleksandr Novikov told
journalists during the week that the declaration checks would “include material
from journalists and we are cooperating
with them,” he said, referring to the splash
of news stories that were based on the 3
terabytes of data that ICIJ had received.
ICIJ did not say how or from whom they
obtained the data.
Chief prosecutor Iryna Venediktova said
on Facebook the Pandora leaks offered “no
surprise” and that any money the president
or his associates received from PrivatBank
when it was still co-owned by oligarchs
Ihor Kolomoisky and Hennadiy Boholiubov
“is currently under the microscope.”
The National Anticorruption Bureau of
Ukraine (NABU) is still looking into
PrivatBank’s dealings under Ms.
Venediktova’s personal control in a global
investigation that involves money laundering in the U.S. where the Federal Bureau of
Investigation is conducting its own probe.
Her comments were in reference to the
bank that was nationalized in December
2016 after U.S.-based corporate forensic
investigator Kroll and Ukraine’s central
bank discovered a $5.5 billion hole on its
balance sheet.
Some of the money from PrivatBank’s
Cypriot branch when it was still privately
held had found its way through to Mr.
Zelenskyy’s associated accounts, according
to the Pandora Papers.
Presidential spokesperson Serhiy
Nikoforov told The Ukrainian Weekly that
the “president will not comment directly”
on the matter.
Mr. Zelenskyy in 2019 had campaigned
on a promise to crack down on dirty money
and the grip that oligarchs have on the
country in what an independent European
Union auditor described in September as
“state capture” by vested interests.
He criticized his predecessor, multimillionaire confectioner Petro Poroshenko, of
hiding his wealth in lower-tax jurisdictions
and for owning a chocolate factory in
Russia at a time of war.
The Pandora Papers represent a megaleak of data that reveals how the world’s
political elite, ultra-rich, celebrities and
criminals use offshore tax havens, including
in the U.S., to shelter their wealth.
While holding an offshore bank account
or firm isn’t illegal and is legitimate for certain purposes, the shadowy jurisdictions –
from Belize, the British Virgin Islands (BVI),
Singapore, Switzerland, Panama, even to
Colorado and Delaware – offer secrecy for
those wishing to launder money, evade
taxes or hide ill-gotten gains.
The data divulgence differs from two
previous offshore leaks in 2016 (Panama
Papers) and 2017 (Paradise Papers) in that
they stemmed from one law firm, not 14
industry service providers, as is the situation in this case.
Unlike financial institutions who service
the offshore industry, “enablers,” as the ICIJ
and other media outlets call them, include
lawyers, estate and company formation
agents, and accountants, all of whom are
not obligated to report suspicious financial
activity to regulators or law enforcement
authorities.

Volodymyr
Zelenskyy

President
of Ukraine

Ihor
Voronin

Business partner of
oligarch Dmytro Firtash

Serhiy
Shefir

Top presidential
aide

Tetyana
Kivalova

Borys
Shefir

Andriy
Yakovliev

Scriptwriter, producer
of Kvartal 95 Studio

Scriptwriter and director Multimillionaire and former Multimillionaire and former
at Kvartal 95 Studio
co-owner of PrivatBank
owner of UkrSibBank

Oleksandr
Hereha

Daughter of former Central Election Member of parliament and co-owner of
Committee head Serhiy Kivalov Epicenter home improvement chain

Rinat
Akhmetov

Industrialist and richest
Ukrainian billionaire

Hennadiy
Boholiubov

Oleksandr
Tkachenko

Minister
of Culture

Oleksandr
Yaroslavsky

Ivan
Bakanov

Head of Security
Service of Ukraine

Courtesy of www.bukvy.com

Ukraine is the country with the highest number of politicians (38) named, including President Volodymyr Zelenskyy, in the socalled Pandora Papers, which implicates them in having links to offshore tax havens that they allegedly used to hide their wealth.
Altogether, the Pandora Papers lists 35
current and former national leaders and
130 people on the Forbes list of billionaires,
some of whom are Ukrainians.
Ukrainian politicians feature
most in Pandora

While Russian individuals are disproportionately listed most in the offshore
data, numbering more than 50, there are 38
Ukrainian politicians included in the documents, the most of any country.
Two weeks before Mr. Zelenskyy won
the first of two rounds of voting in the 2019
presidential election on March 13, 2019, he
secretly transferred his stake in an undeclared BVI firm to Mr. Shefir, his current top
aide, who also produced the former comedian’s hit comedy shows at their Kvartal 95
Studio.
Documents do not show if the president
received monetary compensation during
the share transfer.
The current SBU chief, Mr. Bakanov, had
witnessed the transfer and signed off on
the transaction. In turn, a company that the
SBU head hasn’t declared – Cypriot-based
Davegra Limited – appears to have become
the nominal owner of the company –
Maltex Multicapital Corp. – whose stake the
president had transferred to his associate.
Six weeks later, their acquainted lawyer
for the Kvartal 95 Studio Yuriy Azarov
signed off on another document that stipulated dividend payments to the president
from Maltex to his Film Heritage, which is
currently owned by First Lady Olena
Zelenska.
Records do not show the president having received dividend payments.
This company has rights to receive dividend payments from the company whose
quarter share the president had transferred
to his top aide. Andiry Yakovlev, a film
director and Kvartal 95 producer, also holds
a 25 percent stake in Maltex.
Maltex’s client profile said its main revenue comes from activity in Ukraine, Belarus
and Russia where the president’s comedy
shows and films have enjoyed popularity.
One document, according to London-based
The Guardian – a participating media outlet
in the global Pandora investigation – states
that “one reason for establishing Maltex
was ‘tax-efficient accumulation of business
profits.’”
Presidential adviser Mykhailo Podolyak
told the UNIAN news agency that nothing is
unbecoming of the situation given that the
president, “since being elected, hasn’t
engaged in business after May 2019,” he
said, referring to the month and year when
the president recorded a landslide victory

in the second round of presidential voting.
Mr. Shefir’s brother, Borys Shefir, told
journalists that the web of offshore companies the Kvartal 95 group had set up dating
to 2012 was “to protect” their business
interests.
At that time and still today, companies
solely registered in Ukraine are exposed to
risks of what is called “raider” attacks by
preying competitors who use the country’s
corrupt courts and notary publics to forge
documents and forcibly seize assets.
Still, the ongoing offshore holdings of Mr.
Zelenskyy and his associates raises ethical
questions of why he doesn’t transfer them
back to Ukraine amid his campaign promise to clamp down on corruption and curb
the sway that tycoons have in politics and
business. Their complicated offshore web
of layered company holdings also raises red
flags for possible tax evasion charges.
PrivatBank proceeds

The labyrinthine network of companies
set up by Kvartal 95 from at least 2012
coincides with when Mr. Zelenskyy started
selling his comedy shows, sitcoms and skits
to Mr. Kolomoisky’s 1+1 Media group,
which provided his campaign with favorable news coverage.
Some of the $41 million that the Kvartal
95 group of companies have since received

from Mr. Kolomoisky-affiliated or owned
firms, according to ICIJ, included the nownationalized PrivatBank.
The Pandora leaks do not indicate that
the money Mr. Kolomoisky had allegedly
embezzled through PrivatBank had ended
up in bank accounts associated with the
president, although one of Kvartal 95
group’s companies held an account in the
Cypriot branch of the financial institution –
the same branch from which it had
received money.
In addition, the more than $40 million
that came from Mr. Kolomoisky was “formally paid as statutory capital,” Slidsvo.info,
a Ukrainian media outlet which is part of
the global investigation, reported.
This means that the money “could’ve
been used by [Mr.] Kolomoisky to become a
shareholder,” Kyiv-based Dragon Capital
investment banker Serhiy Fursa told The
Ukrainian Weekly.
He also said it doesn’t first appear that
the president’s affiliated companies were
recipients of laundered money.
“The money they got was probably after
[Mr.] Kolomoisky had rinsed the money
along a trail of companies from PrivatBank.
That’s how he could’ve paid players from
his soccer team [in the city of Dnipro] and
the foreign coach of the club [at that time],”
Mr. Fursa said.
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Svichynsky...
(Continued from page 9)
access to the medication. Fourteen additional Ukrainian children remain eligible to
receive the Zolgensma.
This leaves some 230 Ukrainian children and their families desperately waiting
for the Ukrainian government to procure
either of the other two medications Spinraza or Evrysdi, which are registered
for use in Ukraine.
The movement spearheaded by Mr.
Svichynksy hit a major turning point on
June 18 during a meeting with Ukraine’s
new minister of health, Viktor Liashko.
Joined at that meeting by representatives
from multiple patient advocacy groups, Mr.
Svichynsky made one incisive request of
Mr. Liashko. He asked that the minister
help cut through the bureaucratic red tape
to speed up the process of buying the
much-needed SMA treatment that 38
countries, including Ukraine’s neighbors,
Poland and even Russia, already provide to
their citizens for free.
Meanwhile, Mr. Svichynsky and the team
decided to create a website to showcase
stories of SMA patients, making their plight
visible and known to the public. The group
launched the website vstygnemo.org.ua in

August, timed with SMA awareness month.
To advertise the site, the team printed
endearing stickers with smiley faces and
signs that read “Let’s save SMA kids,” “SMA
is treatable,” and “We will make it on time.”
Mr. Svichynsky and the team engaged
parents of SMA children to reach out to
their local government representatives,
spread the stickers and advocate for the
rights of their children.
The sticker campaign culminated on
September 7, when each member of the
Verkhovna Rada received a sticker and a
flyer about SMA. Representatives of each
political faction came up to the Rada podium, SMA stickers attached to their lapels,
while Mr. Krulko made a passionate speech
to support SMA by asking that all members
vote for law needed to procure innovative
medicines and ensure there is money in
the 2022 budget to fund medications for
SMA. The law was approved exactly two
weeks later by an overwhelming majority.
How was it possible to achieve so much
success so quickly? The answer lies in Mr.
Svichynsky, who is a master community
and political organizer. He began the campaign for his son by bringing together a
wide network of activists he previously
worked with in Odesa in 2014, when he
organized an ad hoc group widely credited
with saving the city from Russian occupa-
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tion.
Mr. Svichynsky said that networking, training and advocacy is a constant
job and is done on many levels, from
working with one individual person to
working a national level.
Oleksii Zakharchenko, the director
of the MAS digital marketing agency, is
one of the key figures who does social
media promotion for the campaign. He
organized a highly sophisticated workshop on managing fundraisers that
trained new volunteers. During that
workshop, Mr. Svichynsky emphasized
that a successful campaign needs to be
ready to substitute an individual whenever the group, for whatever reason,
loses a member. Doing so then taps
Courtesy of Mariia and Vitaliy Svichynsky
into the unique resources of each new
member, Mr. Svichynsky said.
Vitaliy (left), Mariia and the couple’s son,
This expert planning yielded a sub- Dmytro Svichynsky, stand outside the
stantive increase in public and govern- entrance to the Children’s Hospital of San
ment support. The entire healthcare Antonio in San Antonio, Texas, after the todcommittee of the Ukrainian parlia- dler received a multi-million-dollar treatment, headed by Mykhailo Radutsky, ment that likely saved his life. The family are
has affirmed that the committed sup- seen wearing smiley stickers that are part of
ports the plan to procure SMA medica- an advocacy campaign that aims to save
other children afflicted with Spinal Muscular
tions in Ukraine.
Atrophy in Ukraine.
Ukraine’s minister of infrastructure,
Oleksandr Kubrakov, has become an
siderably with four of the largest channels
ardent spokesperson for SMA treatment in
reporting on SMA campaign developments.
Ukraine. Media coverage has grown conPerhaps most importantly, on July 29
Andriy Sadovyi, the mayor of Lviv, urged
Mr. Zelenskyy to take up and support the
cause.
“Please Mr. President, only you can do
this,” Mr. Sadovyi said during a Joint
Session of the Presidium of Local and
Regional Authorities and the president of
Ukraine, which also included the participation of the prime minister and the cabinet
of ministers.
“Give every one of these 250 children
before they reach the age of 2 the chance to
live!,” Mr. Sadovyi said.
On June 1, Mr. Zelenskyy announced that
Ukraine will start early SMA screenings by
January 2022, which is crucial for detecting
SMA in enough time that a child can receive
a treatment of Zolgensma.
Indeed, the progress made by the campaign has been tremendous, and Mr.
Svichynsky has said that it will continue
until all SMA patients in Ukraine are treated.
Olya Yarychkivska, who heads the U.S.
branch of the SMA campaign on behalf of
Razom, said members of the group are
motivated by the campaign’s success and
greatly encouraged by the promise Mr.
Zelenskyy made to Ms. Yarychkivska to
procure SMA medicines after she handed
him a stack of smiley stickers during a
community meeting on September 21 at
the Ukrainian Institute of America in New
York City.
“Our vision is to see Ukrainian children
born with SMA get early diagnosis and
treatment so they can grow up normally.
We see this in the U.S. where all drugs are
covered by insurance,” Ms. Yarychkivska
said.
Big Dreams Children’s Foundation, a
U.S.-based 501(c)3 organization that collected money for Dmytro Svichynsky, is
raising money for the families of 14
Ukrainian children eligible for Zolgensma.
Readers who would like to support the
effort can send checks addressed to Big
Dreams Children’s Foundation, memo:
Save SMA children, 25 Old Kings Highway
North, Suite 13, #115, Darien, CT 06820.
Readers who would like to learn more
about the campaign are encouraged to
attend in-person events with the
Svichynsky family, either in New York City
at the Ukrainian Institute of America on
October 17 at 2 p.m. (registration at bit.ly/
whatissma) or in Washington on October
22 at Ukraine House at 6 p.m. (registration
at bit.ly/smawdc).
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Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art commemorates Ukraine’s 30th anniversary of renewed independence
by Motria Melnyk
CHICAGO – Given that today Ukraine is
at the center of political events, attention to
the country is continually growing. Cultural
diplomacy is one of the most effective
methods of enhancing a nation’s reputation
and cultural branding. Through culture we
confirm Ukraine’s strong artistic position in
the world.
Since its founding 50 years ago, the
Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art (UIMA)
in Chicago has served to promote the image
of a modern, contemporary Ukraine

through the arts. UIMA preserves and promotes contemporary art as a shared
expression of the Ukrainian and American
experience with ongoing programs of art
exhibitions, literary events, music concerts
and film screenings.
Members of UIMA joined with
Ukrainians around the world to commemorate the 30th anniversary of Ukraine’s
renewed independence on August 24, a
very important day not only for Ukrainians
but for all who cherish freedom, democracy
and human dignity.
To commemorate this historic anniverCourtesy of UIMA

Musicians (from left to right) Yevanhelina But, Yaroslav Gnezdilov, Julia Pere
khozhuk, Nazar Karabinovych, Vira Boichuk, Nazarii Mykhailenko, Olha Yalovenko
and Myroslav Mykhailenko performed during the UIMA’s event celebrating
Ukraine’s 30th anniversary of renewed independence on August 24 in Chicago.

The Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art in Chicago is currently hosting an exhibition
of “Selections from the UIMA Permanent Collection.”
Stamps depict the Crimean Khanate and the Rise of the Ottoman Empire.

Philatelist Andrew Oleksiuk displayed stamps from the USSR during a presentation
titled “Postmarked Through History” that was hosted by the UIMA as part of an
event celebrating Ukraine’s 30th anniversary of renewed independence.

Turning...
(Continued from page 6)
regarding liquidation of all kinds of weapons of mass destruction, conduct negotiations on the creation and liquidation of military unions and treaties, and appoint and
fire the military high command.
Parliament would be responsible for
affirming the military doctrine of Ukraine,
designate a defense budget, general structure and size of Ukraine’s military forces,
and designate Ukraine’s part in financing
the collective strategic defense forces.
Vasyl Durdynets, chairman of the parlia-

mentary committee on defense and security, called the decision “a historic occasion.”
“For the first time in history,” Mr.
Durdynets said, “a Ukrainian parliament
has adopted a conception of defense and
formation of military forces. We are creating the legal foundation for the formation
of our own military forces. Ukraine will formally have its own military forces on the
day the new Minister of Defense,
Konstantin Morozov, will take his oath of
office.”
Source: “Parliament adopts principles on
military and defense issues,” by Chrystyna
Lapychak, The Ukrainian Weekly, October
20, 1991.

sary, UIMA hosted two unique events: a virtual performance by young award-winning
musicians titled “Celebratory Concert
Honoring Ukraine’s 30th Anniversary of
Independence,” and a presentation by philatelist Andrew Oleksiuk titled “Postmar
ked Through History.”
With music at the heart of its culture,
from world renown composers Artemy
Vedel, Maksym Berezowsky and Dmytro
Bortniansky, composers of religious music to
present day Maestra Oksana Lyniv, Ukraine
is known for cultivating the artistic abilities
of its youngest musicians and singers.
UIMA elected to honor this legacy by
hosting a concert of young artists whose
talent will continue to promote the rich traditions of Ukrainian culture. In total, eight
award-winning musicians were featured.
Being a virtual concert, it was widely
viewed nationally as well as in Ukraine and
other countries, bringing attention to
Ukraine, its rich treasures of classical
music, folk music, arias and composers. The
concert gave these young talents the opportunity to celebrate and honor Ukraine
through their music on this historic event.
The event can be viewed on UIMA’s website: https://uima-chicago.org/.

In the second event, Mr. Oleksiuk, a
media specialist, artist, educator and philatelist, presented a unique perspective of
Ukraine through philately, or stamp collecting. In his presentation, Mr. Oleksiuk traced
the history of Ukraine from its ancient
roots in Kyivan Rus’ through the formation
of the Cossack Hetmanate, the modern
1918 independence period, and the contemporary period of Ukraine’s independence from 1991.
Mr. Oleksiuk credited his father as well
as a need for a deeper knowledge of his
Ukrainian heritage for motivating his interest in philately.
“My parents’ stories only hinted at the
complexity of historical facts,” he said, “and
so I looked to stamps for answers. Stamps
reveal a country’s history – its ideals, its
culture, its politics, its patriotism.”
Mr. Oleksiuk is currently the secretary of
the Chicago Philatelic Society and the
Illinois Postal History Society. Convinced of
philately’s potential to educate, Mr. Oleksiuk
founded Stamps for Kids, amassing and distributing over a million stamps to children.
Readers are invited to learn more about
UIMA and its program by visiting the organization’s web site: www.uima-chicago.org.
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week, and announced that he was stepping
down until the completion of a criminal
investigation launched into the incident.
“The situation around the bank is unacceptable. My overly emotional reaction
and unrestrained behavior toward journalists have no justification,” Ukreksimbank
chief Yevhen Metsher said in a statement
on October 6, two days after the incident
that drew condemnation from Ukrainian
journalists, politicians, the prosecutor-general and President Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s
office. Mr. Metsher said he would “immediately write a resignation statement for the
duration of the necessary investigative
actions by the National Police and an internal review by the bank” in order to
“remove at least part of the damage to the

bank’s reputation.” The incident took place
in Mr. Metsher’s office in Kyiv on October
4, after Kyrylo Ovsyaniy – a reporter for
Schemes, a joint investigative project run
by RFE/RL and UA: Pershy television –
asked him a question about a controversial
loan given to a client. Mr. Metsher instructed security personnel to stop the journalists and take their cameras and video
materials away, after which physical force
was used against cameraman Oleksandr
Mazur to forcibly seize his two cameras
and memory cards. The journalists were
allowed to leave the office after the interview was apparently deleted from their
memory cards. But Schemes’ technicians
managed to retrieve video showing the
incident. The clip shows how Mr. Metsher
instructed the head of Ukreksimbank’s
press service, Volodymyr Pikalov, and
security personnel to take the cameras and
memory cards. Bank personnel can be
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heard saying that the memory cards “must
be cleaned up to zero.” Meanwhile, Mr.
Zelenskyy’s office condemned the “unacceptable” assault on the journalists, saying
freedom of speech is “one of the fundamental values in Ukraine.” “Therefore, it is
the duty of officials at all levels to communicate correctly with journalists and to
respect their right to ask any questions of
public importance,” Mykhaylo Podolyak, an
adviser to the chief of the Presidential
Office, said in a statement. Mr. Podolyak
noted that the office’s position on the incident “fully coincides with the public condemnation of the actions of the state
bank’s management.” Prosecutor General
Iryna Venediktova also condemned what
she called “a brutal use of force against
journalists.” “There must be a fair and
effective investigation, charges, a trial and
a verdict. We in the Prosecutor General’s
Office cannot and will not cover, excuse my

language, the madness shown by the
employees of the state bank,” Ms.
Venediktova wrote on Facebook. The previous day, Ukraine’s National Police
announced that they had launched a criminal probe into the obstruction of the journalists’ work. RFE/RL President Jamie Fly
welcomed the probe, and said he expects
that “those involved in physically abusing
our two journalists and erasing their
recorded interview materials will be held
accountable under Ukrainian law.”
“Journalists must be allowed to do their
work without fear of physical intimidation
or harassment,” he added. Journalists were
expected to hold a protest outside
Ukreksimbank’s headquarters in Kyiv later
on October 6, while the parliamentary
committee on press freedom was expected
to discuss the incident. In a statement on
(Continued on page 15)
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Despite pandemic challenges, community life for Ukrainians in New Haven continues with various events
by Halia Jurczak-Lodynsky
NEW HAVEN, Conn. – While the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic forced the School of
Ukrainian Studies (Ridna Shkola) of St.
Michael the Archangel Ukrainian Catholic
Church in New Haven, Conn., to close in
March 2020, it was able to reopen in April
of this year, and the Ukrainian community
here has managed to hold various events
despite difficult circumstances.
In May, parishioners of the church held a

Mother’s Day Breakfast, during which time
the men of the parish cooked for all of the
women.
Then, on June 5-6, the church held a
First Holy Confession and First Holy
Communion for Justyna Horbaty Young
and Kalynna Gildea. The catechist was
Halia Jurczak-Lodynsky, who has been a
teacher at the school since 2004. The service was led by the parish’s priest, Father
Iura Godenciuc. He was assisted by Father
Stepan Yanovski and special guest Father

Courtesy of Halia Jurczak-Lodynsky

School director Myron Melnyk (right), teacher Halia Jurczak-Lodynsky (left), and
students of the School of Ukrainian Studies gathered on September 25, the first day of
the current school year, with Father Iura Godenciuc (back row, center), the pastor of
St. Michael the Archangel Ukrainian Catholic Church in New Haven, Conn., and
Father Stepan Yanovski (fourth from the left).

Father Albert Forlano of St. Michael the Archangel Ukrainian Catholic Church in
New Haven, Conn., speaks with Justyna Horbaty Young and Kalynna Gildea (right),
both of whom received their first holy communion on June 6.

NEWSBRIEFS
(Continued from page 14)
Facebook on October 5, the bank did not
address allegations that force was used
against media staff. The statement said the
press service was “forced to stop the interview” because Mr. Ovsyaniy asked questions that had not been agreed on. It said
the questions were related to information
about clients, which it said the bank did
not have the right to provide to journalists,
and that Mr. Ovsyaniy also “made assumptions about alleged violations committed
by the bank.” The Schemes interview was
part of an investigation that the journalists
plan to make public in the coming days.
Oleksandr Parashchiy, an industry analyst
at Kyiv-based Concorde Capital, said the
scandal “uncovers the poor governance
and corporate culture in the state bank, as
well as the poor skills of the bank’s technical staff.” Mr. Metsher’s suspension by
Ukreksimbank’s supervisory board “does
not guarantee” that the CEO will be
removed from the position, Mr. Parashchiy
added. And his possible dismissal “does
not guarantee any changes in the bank’s
corporate culture or corporate governance,
which seems to remain the worst among
Ukraine’s state-controlled banks.” (RFE/
RL’s Ukrainian Service)
Russian gas begins filling NS2

The operator of Russia’s Nord Stream 2
(NS2) has begun filling the controversial
Baltic Sea pipeline to Germany with gas.
Nord Stream 2 AG, a Switzerland-based
company owned by a subsidiary of Russian
gas giant Gazprom, said in a statement on
October 4 that the first string of the pipeline would be gradually filled to build
inventory and pressure. The latest step

bringing the pipeline closer to operation
comes as Europe faces dwindling natural
gas reserves and soaring energy prices,
threatening the continent’s economic
recovery from the coronavirus pandemic
ahead of the winter heating season. Nord
Stream 2 AG did not provide a date for the
pipeline to enter into service, saying only
that it would publish more information
about “further technical steps in due time.”
German media reported that gas could
start flowing as soon as this month, but
regulators are reviewing the final paperwork before giving it approval to start
operation. Regulators have until January to
make a decision on whether NS2 is an
independent transport network in line
with EU directives, public broadcaster
MDR reported. The NS2 project is designed
to carry Russian gas directly to Germany,
bypassing land routes through Ukraine and
depriving Kyiv of as much as $2 billion a
year in transit fees. When fully operational,
the pipeline has capacity to carry 55 billion
cubic meters of gas to European markets
annually, or enough to supply 26 million
households. Ukraine has been lobbying to
derail the project, warning Europe it could
be used by Moscow to exert political and
economic pressure. The United States
opposes NS2, but President Joe Biden in
May agreed to waive congressionally mandated sanctions on the pipeline to smooth
out relations with Germany, which has
backed the construction of the pipeline.
Europe’s largest economy receives 40 percent of its gas from Russia. The
U.S.-German agreement opened the door to
the completion of the $11 billion pipeline
last month. “We continue to oppose this
pipeline,” U.S. State Department spokesman Ned Price said on October 4. “We continue to believe it is a geopolitical project of
the Russian Federation and we will contin-

Albert Forlano.
Later in June, the parish held a Father’s
Day picnic, during which time all of the
women of the parish cooked for all of the
fathers.
The school, which opened for the current school year on September 25 with a
Divine Liturgy, is led by its director, Myron
Melnyk, and the parish’s choir director,
Nataliia Dankevych, coordinates activities

for the parish nursery school.
The enrollment period for the School of
Ukrainian Studies in New Haven, Conn., is
still open, and readers who have children
or grandchildren in the area are welcome
to enroll their children in the school. The
enrollment period closes on October 30,
and readers may contact Ms. Lodynsky by
phone at 203-494-6288 for more information.

ue to apply the law consistent with our
periodic reviews which, of course, remain
ongoing.” Under the May agreement with
Germany, the Biden administration agreed
to waive the mandatory sanctions in
exchange for commitments from Berlin to
invest in Ukraine’s energy industry and
push the Kremlin to continue to export
some gas through the country. The agreement also stipulates that Russia be sanctioned should NS2 be used to apply pressure. (RFE/RL, with reporting by AFP, dpa,
Reuters and MDR)

Report: EU mulls military training mission
The European Union is considering a
training mission for Ukrainian officers due
to the “ongoing military activities” of
Russia, according to an internal EU document. With tensions between Kyiv and
Moscow running high, some members of
the bloc want Brussels to set up an independent training program called the EU
Military Advisory and Training Mission
(Continued on page 16)

With deep sorrow we announce
that our dearest mother

Zoria Malachowsky
died peacefully in her home in Flushing, Queens,
on September 28th, 2021 at the age of 85.
Zoria was born in Kyiv, Ukraine, on October 3, 1935 to Ivan and
Olimpiada (Skorupska) Warawa. She moved to the United States
with her mother in 1948 and soon thereafter was adopted by Wasyl
Podubynsky. She graduated from the University of Miami in 1960 with
a Bachelor of Arts degree and remained active in the field of arts for
many years. Zoria married Yourij Malachowsky in 1963 and raised two
daughters.
Her love of arts continued until her death, along with her family,
faith and Ukrainian heritage. Her memory will never be forgotten by all
whose lives she has touched.
She is survived by her two daughters.
- Catherine Raciborski
- Sofia Malachowsky
Donantions in memory of Zoria Malachowsky can be made to:
Ukrainian National Womens League of America
203 2nd Ave., New York, NY 10003

May she rest in Eternal Peace!
Вічная пам’ять!
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Ukrainian American Veterans announce scholarship award winners for 2021
by Nicholas Skirka
YONKERS, N.Y. – The Ukrainian
American Veterans (UAV) 74th National
Convention will take place on October
21-23, during which time the organization
will formally recognize the winners of this
year’s UAV Scholarship Awards.
The UAV National Scholarship
Committee selects award winners from
among matriculated undergraduate and
graduate part- and full-time college students. The committee then awards scholarships to help students pay for tuition, books
or school supplies.
Students were required to write an
essay of 400-500 words about a current
military or related topic. The topics for this
year included: war on terrorism, human
rights, the negative effects of war on
American veterans, Russian aggression
toward sovereign countries and Ukrainian
American veterans’ contributions to
America’s wars. Other criteria considered
for a scholarship are academic achievement
and extracurricular activities. This year 12
students received UAV Scholarship Awards.
• Talia Szozda (Connecticut) attends the
University of Connecticut, where she is
majoring in allied health sciences. She is the
recipient of a $500 award funded by the
SUMA (Yonkers) Federal Credit Union and
the Ukrainian National Federal Credit
Union of New York.
• Rostyslav Fedorko (New Jersey)
attends Texas A&M University, where he is
majoring in civil engineering. He is the
recipient of a $500 award funded by UAV
Post 32 of Chicago.
• Jared Hrycak (New Jersey) attends the
University of California, Riverside, where
he is majoring in electrical engineering. He
is the recipient of a $500 award funded by
Walter Denysenko and Don Wynnyczok.
• Madeline Zetick (Pennsylvania) attends
Temple University, where she is majoring in
nursing. She is the recipient of a $500
award funded by UAV Post 40 of Florida.
• Ariana Maria Shatynski (New Jersey)
attends Seton Hall University, where she is
majoring in biology pre-med. She is the
recipient of a $400 award funded by Oleh
Babski (who donated $250 for the scholarship) and Daria Rusyn (who donated $150
for the scholarship).
• Cyril Raymond Sheptak (Pennsylvania)
attends Wake Forest University, where he is
majoring in accounting. He is the recipient
of a $400 award funded by the Selfreliance
Federal Credit Union of Chicago (which
donated $300 for the scholarship) and
Ukrainian Selfreliance New England
Federal Credit Union (which donated $100
for the scholarship).
• Jared Jeffrey Roderick (Massachusetts)
attends the University of Connecticut,
where he is majoring in mathematics and
statistics. He is the recipient of a $400
award, donated in memory of Michael
Demchuk, who started the Scholarship
Fund in 1992-1993.

NEWSBRIEFS
(Continued from page 15)
Ukraine (EUATM), Germany’s Welt am
Sonntag newspaper reported on October
3, citing an EU policy paper it obtained. “A
military mission would underscore the
visibility and commitment to the countries
of the Eastern Partnership initiative,”
according to the working document from
the European External Action Service, the
EU’s diplomatic service. Such a military

Rostyslav Fedorko

Brandon Paul Hrycak

Jared Hrycak

Joseph Andrew Nasevich

Jared Jeffrey Roderick

Ariana Maria Shatynski

Juliana R. Shatynski

Cyril Raymond Sheptak

Talia Szozda

Anna Oksana Swindle

Victoria Olena Swindle

Madeline Zetick

Juliana R. Shatynski (New Jersey)
attends the College of New Jersey, where
she is majoring in special education. She is
the recipient of a $400 award funded by the
UAV Ladies Auxiliary.
• Anna Oksana Swindle (Pennsylvania)
attends Indiana University of Pennsylvania,
where she is majoring in criminology. She is
the recipient of a $400 award.
• Victoria Olena Swindle (Pennsylvania)
attends the University of Pittsburgh. She is
enrolled in a master of arts degree program
and is majoring in library and information
science. She is the recipient of a $400
award.
• Brandon Paul Hrycak (New Jersey)
attends University of California, Irvine. He
is enrolled in a master of science degree
program and is majoring in environmental
policy management. He is the recipient of a
$400 award.
• Joseph Andrew Nasevich (Virginia)
attends the University of Virginia’s McIntire
School of Commerce. He is enrolled in a
master of science degree program and is

majoring in management of information
technology. He is the recipient of a $400
award.
The following individuals or groups
donated $100 to the UAV in support of the
scholarship awards: Maria B. Shatynski,
Rev. Dr. Ivan Kaszczak, Michael Mosyjowski,
Andrew Petrina, Inia I. Tunstall, Stephen
Rudyk, Walter Zinych, Nicholas Jakowiw,
Ihor Hron, the Ukrainian Selfreliance New
England Federal Credit Union and UAV Post
301. The UAV National Scholarship
Committee thanks all of the individuals and
organizations for helping to make the UAV
scholarship awards a huge success.
Students interested in applying for the
UAV Scholarship Award should fill out an
application, send in their college transcript
and college schedule, write an essay on one
of the five topics discussed above, and
email a high-resolution digital photo of
themselves. Applications are available on
the UAV website: www.uavets.org.
To be eligible for a UAV scholarship,
applicants must be descendants of or relat-

ed to a Ukrainian American veteran who is
or was a member of the UAV organization.
Applicants should be full-time undergraduate or part- or full-time graduate students
in a degree program. Students attending
accredited trade schools or institutions that
have a degree program are eligible as well.
Students can apply while in their senior
year of high school; college attendance will
be verified before the awards are given in
the fall semester. Applications are accepted
year-round and the deadline is August 31.
Students can reapply for a scholarship
award in subsequent years.
Completed scholarship applications
should be sent to UAV National Scholarship
Officer Nicholas Skirka at the following
address: 109 Windsor Terrace, Yonkers,
N.Y., 10701. For additional information,
readers may email Mr. Skirka at nskirka@
optonline.net or call 914-965-3707.
The UAV National Scholarship
Committee includes: John Galik, Peter
Olijarczyk, Maksym Makarczuk and Russel
Olijarczyk.

mission would also “be an expression of
solidarity with Ukraine in view of the
ongoing military activities of Russia on the
borders with Ukraine and in the illegally
annexed Crimea,” the document said. In
addition to EUATM, the EU’s diplomatic
service led by top diplomat Josep Borrell is
considering three other options to help
improve Ukraine’s military capabilities,
according to the document. One is to beef
up the European Union Advisory Mission
Ukraine, which was established in 2014 to
help civilian security-sector reform.

According to the report, the responsible
EU ambassadors recently discussed in the
document for the first time forming a
political and security committee responsible for foreign and security policy. The
three EU Baltic states are especially pushing for the military training mission, as
well as Poland, Romania and Slovakia.
Sweden and Finland have also expressed
support. Those EU members share similar
concerns with Ukraine about Russian military drills on their borders, including the
Zapad-2021 military exercises in

September and a massive Russian troop
build-up near Ukraine in April that raised
concern in Kyiv and the West over
Moscow’s intentions. Ukraine, which is not
a NATO member, is seeking closer ties with
the West and its militaries to help it fight
Kremlin-backed separatists in a sevenyear war that has killed more than 13,200
people in the east of the country. In 2014,
Russia occupied and annexed Ukraine’s
Crimean Peninsula, just before the war
broke out. (RFE/RL, with reporting by
Welt am Sonntag)
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Lodnia loaned to KHL’s Dinamo Minsk
After trading away their first and second round selections in the 2017 NHL Draft, the Minnesota Wild’s first pick
ended up being Ukrainian Ivan Lodnia in the third round.
He was deemed their best-case scenario: a second-roundlevel talent with offensive upside and a right-handed shot –
two desperate needs for the Wild at the time.
Lodnia was a point-per-game producer in his three
Ontario Hockey League junior seasons after being drafted
by Minnesota, scoring 166 points (66 goals and 100
assists) in 144 total games with the Erie Otters and Niagara
Ice Dogs. These solid numbers could have been more prolific had Lodnia not missed significant parts of the last two
seasons due to injuries.
Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic’s effect on planning and scheduling hockey games during the 2020-2021
season, the Wild decided to loan Lodnia to Dinamo Minsk of
the Kontinental Hockey League. Unlike some other temporary KHLers, Lodnia was originally destined to spend the
entire season overseas even when leagues in North
American (juniors and minors) resumed in 2021. This
changed when he suffered an undisclosed injury in early
January and returned to Iowa (AHL). It was not known
when he would be ready to return to the ice. He is likely still
another season away from joining the Wild, as the young
Ukrainian will probably spend the remainder of the 20202021 season with Minnesota’s American League affiliate.

While in the KHL, Lodnia had been getting acclimated to
the step up in the professional ranks, earning a goal and
six assists in the 27 games he played. He joined fellow
Ukrainian and KHL veteran Brandon Kozun in Minsk. The
two both speak Ukrainian fluently and Kozun did his part
to mentor his younger protégé regarding the ins and outs
of professional hockey overseas. Despite the limited production during his KHL stint, Lodnia’s ice time in the
league, playing against veterans, provided him invaluable
experience.
Lodnia was picked by the Wild because he fits the mold
of what the organization has historically looked for in their
draft selections: a 200-foot player (a player who can play
both ends of the rink) who will go into the tough areas, and
has the required skill to make a play once he controls the
puck. Lodnia’s playmaking skills are the primary assets of
his game – utilizing his superior on-ice vision and hands to
locate teammates rushing toward the net or sniping over
the shoulder of goaltenders. He is strong on the puck in
both zones, whether defending from a forecheck or taking
on a defenseman one-on-one to generate a scoring opportunity. Some scouts find Lodnia trying to be too creative at
times, but most laud his ability to thread the needle on
passes other players would not dare to try.
Areas in need of work are his speed and consistency. He
has a decent first step and strong agility, but he’s not fast by

Ellen Schmidt/Las Vegas Review-Journal

Golden Knights defenseman Kaedan Korczak (6) keeps the
puck away from Colorado Avalanche right wing Nick Henry
(70) during the third period of a preseason NHL hockey
game on September 28 at T-Mobile Arena in Las Vegas.

Erik Verduzco/Las Vegas Review-Journal

The Henderson Silver Knights’ Kaedan Korczak
(6) skates during a team practice at Lifeguard
Arena in Henderson, Nev., on January 19.

IowaWild.com

Ivan Lodnia, a prospect for the Minnesota Wild, is pictured wearing the jersey of the American Hockey
League’s Iowa Wild.
any stretch of the imagination. While his highlight reels
show plenty of skillful plays, some scouts say Lodnia will
wow you one minute and then seemingly disappear from
the ice the next. There is also his injury history to take into
account. Injuries have been a concern for the 21-year-old, as
he continues to miss significant time the past three seasons.
Minnesota is always looking for complete hockey players
who are strong offensively and defensively, who generate
chances on offense and have scoring touch, so Lodnia seems
to fit the bill should he continue to develop over the next year
plus. He’s demonstrated leadership, having been named captain of the Ice Dogs during the 2019-2020 season. He was
also Niagara’s nominee for Outstanding Player of the Year
and the Dan Snyder Humanitarian of the Year award for his
work in the local community. To sum it up: Lodnia projects
as a 200-foot player who can lead in the locker room and
the community. This is definitely someone the Wild could
use on their roster when he is 100 percent healthy.
It was hoped his KHL experience would help Lodnia get
used to playing against grown men and prepare him to
make the leap to the pro ranks. If he continues to progress
in the AHL, he could be primed to fill a forward role for a
Minnesota squad which may undergo some roster turnover the next two seasons. The team is still in need of right
shot scoring from the right wing.
(Continued on page 19)

Mostrianska to play for Ukraine’s U-19 women’s team at Euro 2022
PARSIPPANY, N.J. – Ukrainian immigrant Liana
Mostrianska, 18, is set to represent Ukraine in the first
qualifying round of the 2022 UEFA Women’s Under-19
Championship (UEFA Women’s Under-19 Euro 2022) soccer tournament on October 19-27 in the Netherlands.
During the week prior to the tournament, she will be in
Ukraine training with Ukraine’s Women’s National U-19
Soccer Team.
A senior high school student at Charles W. Baker High
School in the Baldwinsville School District in Baldwinsville,
N.Y., Ms. Mostrianska previously participated with
Ukraine’s youth soccer championship team in 2018 when
she was 15 years old, and that experience, she said, played
a part in her being invited to play with Ukraine’s U-19
women’s team.
“It’s really nice that I can represent Ukraine. I’m really
happy that they remembered me and are giving me this
opportunity,” she told the Baldwinsville Central School
District website (www.Bville.org).
Having moved from Ukraine to the United States in
2019, Ms. Mostrianska’s father was a professional soccer
player in Ukraine, and she has been playing on soccer
teams since the age of 11.
Commenting on her high school soccer team, she said,
“We have a lot of fun times as a team. They have become a
family to me. It’s nice to be on a team here.”
Kathy Morse, Ms. Mostrianska’s high school soccer
coach, told Bville.org that she is excited for her student, as
the school team pushes for a Section III Class AA championship title.

Kelly Huhtala/Baldwinsville Central School District

Liana Mostrianska (wearing number 22) attempts to
steal the ball from a Bishop McGann-Mercy Diocesan
High School player during a match on September 1.
“What a wonderful opportunity for Liana. She has been
such a great asset to our team. We will be cheering her on
from the States,” Ms. Morse said.

Ms. Mostrianska was lauded for “her countless hours of
dedication, passion and hard work” by Superintendent
Jason D. Thomson.
“We are very proud of Liana collectively as a community to have a Baldwinsville Bee representing us on the
world stage. We support her and wish her the very best,”
Mr. Thomson said.
Ms. Mostrianska’s skills in the forward position have
earned her a team-best three goals in her high school
team’s first nine matches of the 2021-2022 season. She
hopes to play soccer in Europe after graduating from high
school.
Christopher Campolieta, director of athletics, noted the
hard work that Ms. Mostrianska has put in, both athletically and academically.
“We are very proud and wish her the best of luck!” Mr.
Campolieta said.
Ukraine’s U-19 women’s team, in Group A1 of the qualifying round, are set to play against the Netherlands (group
hosts) on October 20, against Scotland on October 23 and
against Austria on October 26. The final stage of the tournament is scheduled for June 27 through July 8, 2022, in
the Czech Republic. The 2020 and 2021 editions of the
tournament were cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The top-three teams in the group stage advance to
Round 2 of League A, and the fourth-place finishers are
relegated to Round 2 of League B.
Sources: Baldwinsville Central School District (www.Bville.
org), Eagle News Online (https://eaglenewslonline.com)
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October 13
Online

Webinar book talk with Serhii Plokhii, “The Frontline: A
Conversation on Ukraine’s Past and Present,” Harvard
University, www.hur.harvard.edu

October 14
Online

Online discussion with Vasyl Makhno and Andrey Kurkov,
“Encounter: The Ukrainian-Jewish Literary Prize” and other
recent developments in Ukrainian literature, Ukrainian
Jewish Encounter, Columbia University,
https://harriman.columbia.edu

October 16
New York

Concert, performed by “Trio Duende,” with violinists
Solomiya Ivakhiv and Tom Stone, pianist Awadagin Pratt
and cellist Sophia Shao, Ukrainian Institute of America,
www.ukrainianinstitute.org or 212-288-8660

October 16
New York

Annual meeting, Razom for Ukraine, Ukrainian National
Home, RazomforUkraine.org

October 16-17
Chicago

Open House Chicago, Ukrainian National Museum,
www.ukrainiannationalmuseum.org or 312-421-8020

October 16
through
November 7

Exhibit, “Kandinsky: The Rediscovered Bauhaus Sketchbook,”
featuring works by Wassily Kandinsky (1866-1944),
Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art, www.uima-chicago.org or
773-227-5522

October 16,
November 20
Online

Webinar with Maria Rypan, “Ukrainian Beaded Adornments,”
Ukrainian History and Education Center, www.ukrhec.org

October 17
Online

Webinar, “Tracing and Documenting Ukrainian Victims of the
Ravensbruck Concentration Camp,” presented by Kalyna
Bezchlibnyk-Butler, Ukrainian Canadian Research and
Documentation Centre, office@ucrdc.org or ntsh.ca@gmail.com

Ukrainian Pro...
(Continued from page 17)
Vegas betting Korczak fills future
defense slot

Vegas Golden Knights prospect Kaedan
Korczak is the latest product of Kelowna’s
blueliner factory. He received an impressive
string of text messages prior to the 2019
NHL Draft. Getting texts around draft time is
now normal for players, and those lighting
up Korczak’s phone before that year’s ceremony in Vancouver included Kelowna
Rockets alumni Shea Weber, Josh Gorges
and Damon Severson, who all offered
advice. Adam Foote happens to be another
former NHL defenseman and current coach
in Kelowna, a factory for pro talent for many
years. His three years at the club gave
Korczak an opportunity to develop, excel
and prepare for hockey’s professional ranks.
Growing up in Yorkton, Sask., Korczak
became acclimated to a small-town prairie
environment. Relocating to Kelowna, a
beautiful area in British Columbia known
for its beaches and Okanagan Lake,
required some adjusting at first. The big
change took some time, but eventually the
area became a second home for Korczak,
whose father is of Polish and Ukrainian
descent.
On the ice, Korczak is anything but soft,
having dropped his gloves several times in
his junior career. He’s a big fan of San Jose’s
shutdown artist Marc-Edouard Vlasic, and
with his 6-foot-4, 200-pound frame, Korczak
already has NHL size. He’s rated as an excellent skater who moves the puck well and
was a frequent source of offense for
Kelowna in his last junior season (11-38-49
PTS in 60 games). If he continues to work on
closing down opponents quicker, the Golden
Knights will have themselves a superior
defenseman for many years to come.
Vegas did not simply settle for Korczak
with the 41st selection in the 2019 draft –
they traded up to obtain him, sending a
later second round pick plus a third to San

Jose. The Golden Knights actively scouted
and pursued Korczak throughout the 20182019 season and at the scouting combine
prior to the draft.
One can only imagine how cool it was to
hear his name called. Hopefully it is just a
matter of time before Kaedan Korczak joins
the list of Kelowna’s alumni in the NHL
ranks.
Not happy with silver

Kaedan Korczak will fondly remember
the 52 days he spent at the 2021 World
Junior Hockey Championships in Edmonton
as a time full of great memories, great
friendships and a terrible ending. Team
Canada was forced to settle for the silver
medal after losing 2-0 to the United States
in the final. Despite the disappointing upset
loss, there was much to take away from the
experience with the national junior team.
The best of those experiences included the
off-ice relationships formed after being
together for nearly two months. He was fortunate to get some significant ice time on a
loaded defensive corps which included six
first-round draft picks, notching an assist in
seven games. He learned how to be a professional, what it takes to compete at an elite
level and the importance of practicing with
the intensity of an actual game.
Shortly after his World Junior experience,
Korczak joined the Golden Knights for the
last few days of their training camp. News of
the Western Hockey League’s plan for an
abbreviated season caught his interest, as
did Vegas assigning him to the AHL’s
Henderson Silver Knights. Either way, he
was destined to play hockey in the midst of
the COVID-19 pandemic, back in juniors and
in the minors. In 15 games back with
Kelowna, he scored three goals and had five
assists for eight points, and added 23 penalty minutes. With Henderson in 11 games he
notched two assists and had eight penalty
minutes. Korczak was signed to a three-year
entry level contract on December 21, 2019.
Ihor Stelmach may be reached at iman@
sfgsports.com.
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October 17
New York

Presentation, “What is SMA: Story of Svichynskyi Family,”
Ukrainian Institute of America, www.razomforukraine.org

October 18
Chicago

Book presentation, “We” by Ruslan Gorovyi, Ukrainian
National Museum, www.ukrainiannationalmuseum.org or
312-421-8020

October 19
Lancaster, PA

Performance, “Queen Esther,” trip organized by the
Ukrainian-American Senior Association in Philadelphia,
Sight and Sound Theater, 215-699-6068 (must have proof
of COVID-19 vaccination)

October 19
Online

Online book discussion, “Olgerd Ippolit Bochkovsky, ‘Selected
Works and Documents’ in 3 volumes,” Canadian Institute of
Ukrainian Studies, University of Alberta,
https://ukrainian-studies.ca or oleksandr.pankieiev@ualberta.ca

October 21
Washington

Roundtable, “Ukraine’s Quest for Mature Nation Statehood
Roundtable XXII: Forging A Strong Yet Forbearing National
Identity–Past Endeavors,” Center for U.S.-Ukraine Relations,
University Club, 917-476-1221 or waz2102@columbia.edu

October 23
2021 Gala, Ukrainian Institute of America,
Online/New York www.ukrainianinstitute.org
October 23
Chicago

Film screening and discussion, “Amulet of Kingdom,”
Ukrainian National Museum,
www.ukrainiannationalmuseum.org or 312-421-8020

October 24
Online

Film screening and discussion, “Baba Babee Skazala”  
by Matej Silecky, St. Vladimir Institute,
https://www.stvladimir.ca/calendar/baba-babee-skazala

October 26
Tiburon, CA

Fundraiser, with keynote speaker Myroslav Marynovych,
Ukrainian Catholic University Foundation, Tiburon Yacht
Club, www.ucef.org

Entries in “Out and About” are listed free of charge. Priority is given to events
advertised in The Ukrainian Weekly. However, we also welcome submissions
from all our readers. Items will be published at the discretion of the editors
and as space allows. Please send e-mail to mdubas@ukrweekly.com.
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